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Ernest Hemingway was once challenged to tell a complete story in six words. Or so the legend has it. 

Hemingway wrote – “For sale: baby shoes, never worn.” And with that, he met the challenge and further 
inspired wordsmiths to write with merciful economy. In Brad Elward’s Appellate Practice column, Illinois 
Solicitor General Michael Scodro shares his thoughts on writing and arguing appeals. General Scodro points 
out that among the list of prudent considerations is a lawyer’s effort determine which points of argument to de-
emphasize. De-emphasizing certain points, or dropping some altogether, may allow the lawyer to more 
efficiently frame and discuss the most essential points. And those that must read and hear the arguments are 
spared from the clutter that might otherwise accumulate. This may be an especially appropriate consideration 
for an appellee or a party not bearing the burden of persuasion on an issue. As attorney and author Bryan 
Garner notes in the January 2013 issue of the ABA Journal, an appellant usually waives arguments not raised 
on appeal. Garner, Bryan, A. Argument Talk, Tips for Litigators on raising, answering and dropping points. 
ABA Journal. January 2013: 22-23. In contrast, an appellee, or party not having the burden of persuasion, 
generally is not at risk of waiver when not asserting a point. Id. Unrebutted or unresponded-to facts, however, 
may be deemed conceded or at least uncontested by the non-responding party regardless of the party’s status 
on appeal. Id.  When considering points for argument, it is important to keep in mind whether you have the 
burden on an issue.    

The Monograph herein examines the muddled law relating to the application of the Illinois statute of 
limitation in legal malpractice claims. The myriad circumstances which arise, particularly in estate planning, 
present a significant challenge to our courts in the application of this area of law.    

David Perkins’ Civil Rights column and Geoffrey Waguespack’s Employment column discuss cases in 
which litigants sought redress without regard to personal responsibility for their actions. In each case, each 
court was unwilling to indulge claims which ignore the element of personal responsibility. It is especially 
encouraging to see these claims resolved at the bench. Juries can be remarkably forgiving of the contributing 
blunders of injured parties. The abandonment of personal responsibility is not a concern peculiar to the 
American courts. A recent editorial in the London Times lamented: “It is now a ubiquitous assumption that no 
one is any longer responsible for their own actions and that others can be sued instead.” Opinion, 2012, 
November 16, The Times of London.   

This issue marks Brad Elward’s last issue as columnist for Appellate Practice. I wish to thank Brad for his 
many years of service. The torch has been passed to Scott Howie of Pretzel & Stouffer, Chartered. Scott will 
begin as Appellate Practice columnist in the next issue. Please welcome Scott to the Quarterly. I also wish to 
thank Katherine Haussermann for her years of work co-authoring the Recent Decisions column.     
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The Illinois Association Defense Trial Counsel (IDC) is the premier association of attorneys in Illinois who devote a substantial portion their 
practice to the representation of business, corporate, insurance, professional and other individual defendants in civil litigation. 
For more information on the IDC, visit us on the web at www.iadtc.org. 
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